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Welcome

W

elcome to the first edition of Signals for 2020
– and my first as CommBank’s incoming Chief
Information Security Officer.
In starting the role, I’ve been taking stock of recent
developments in the industry and how we operate. What’s
abundantly clear is now more than ever, cyber security
cannot be done in isolation. Protecting our customers,
our people, our data and the future of our organisations
requires partnerships, shared direction and a common
understanding of risk, both internally among departments
and externally among like-minded organisations.
It’s in this spirit we present this issue of Signals which
looks at some of the key threats we saw evolve in 2019 and
provides support to help organisations and their staff face
these. We also feature a Q&A with Karl Hanmore, Acting
Head of the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC), which
recently published its Small Business Cyber Security Guide.
The aim of this publication is to help small businesses,
that are increasingly the target of malicious cyber activity,
protect themselves from some of the most common
threats.
Also in this issue, we’re launching a new series of ‘InFocus’ articles where we explain in easy-to-understand
terms how some common cyber technologies work. We
begin the series with a short explanation of Transport
Layer Security (TLS).
As always, we welcome any feedback to cyberoutreach@cba.com.au.
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Three cyber-attack trends
and what to do about them

O

ur increasingly connected world
continues to present new forms of
cyber threats. Here we take a look at
some emerging themes and the steps you and
your staff can take to stay ahead.

1

The evolution of
mobile malware

The explosion in popularity of smartphones
has made these devices an attractive target
for cyber criminals, with attackers now
increasingly focused on distributing malicious
software targeting their operating systems.
In the first half of 2019, cyber attacks
targeting smartphones and other mobile
devices rose by 50% compared with the same
period the previous year3. This rise is largely
attributed to the simultaneous proliferation
and uptake in mobile banking applications,
which are highly attractive to cyber criminals
for the potential they provide to access and
steal funds.
Mobile malware can take many different
forms. Here are some of the types we
observed over the past 12 months:
• Spyware: software that covertly collects
details about your location, passwords or
contacts and sends the data to a third party
• Adware: a script or program installed without
consent, which collects data from your
device and spams you with ads in order to
generate clicks for money
• B anking Trojans: malware that disguises
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itself as a legitimate application but which,
once installed on a victim’s mobile device, is
used to steal their banking details
• Ransomware: locks a user out of their
device and demands a ransom, often in
cryptocurrency, for the unlocking of the
device
• Cryptomining malware: Also known as,
“Cryptojacking”, cryptomining malware
takes the form of a Trojan and uses a mobile
device’s resources to perform calculations to
‘mine’ cryptocurrencies.
In 2019, CommBank’s Cyber Security Centre
saw steady growth in mobile malware use by

What is mobile malware?
Malware is malicious software created by
attackers to gain access to or harm systems.
Mobile malware, as its name suggests, is
malware created for mobile devices. Mobile
malware can be installed on a device in a variety
of ways, including:
1. A user inadvertently downloads malicious
software from a website they visit
2. A
 social engineering or phishing message
successfully convinces a victim to click on
a link, triggering the installation of
malicious software
3. A
 user inadvertently installs a malicious
application from an app store without
realising that it is dangerous

Preet Dhillon

Enterprise Services Graduate

cybercriminals for mobile-based
malware. Two such examples
observed included Gustuff and
Anubis.
Gustuff
Gustuff is an Android-based
Banking Trojan which became
increasingly widespread and
evolved during 2019, spreading
through SMS phishing
campaigns.
It was first discovered in
late 2018, mainly targeting
international banks and digital
currency wallets, although
newer versions of Gustuff also
harvest credentials from other portals and
applications, such as online marketplaces,
payment services and messaging apps.4
When a phone is infected with Gustuff, it
automatically sends SMS messages to the
victim’s contacts. The SMS aims to entice
the recipient to click on a malicious link
which actually installs a malicious Android
Package (APK) file on their device, by saying
something like “Someone has shared an
album with you”.
Gustuff has a few key features:
1. It exploits Android’s Accessibility Service, a
legitimate service for people who are vision
impaired, to interact with other applications.
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This allows Gustuff to bypass
certain security features and
perform a number of functions on
command, such as changing the
values of text fields in banking
applications
2. It uses Automatic Transfer
Services (ATS)5. When a user
accesses a legitimate mobile
application, the ATS auto-fills
certain fields, which makes it
faster for cyber criminals to steal
money
3. Gustuff shows fake push
notifications to users. Clicking
on these either takes users to a
fake website, which directs them
to enter their personal or payment details, or
opens the legitimate app but automatically
auto-fills fields using the Accessibility Service
to execute bogus fund transfers
4. It communicates with a central server
controlled by cybercriminals that essentially
gives them access to the device to perform a
range of malicious activities.
Anubis
Anubis is another type of malware that targets
finance and banking applications on Android
devices. In July 2019, Anubis was targeting
188 finance and banking applications with
over 17,000 new samples of the malware
being discovered.6
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By the
Numbers

12345
The most commonly
used “worst password”
for 2019 as ranked
by NordPass using
passwords leaked in
data breaches1

There was a 365% increase in malware
incidents impacting businesses while ransomware
targeting individuals, typically less lucrative for
cybercriminals, declined
Like Gustuff, Anubis uses Android’s
Accessibility Service, as well as relying on a
keylogging program to capture keystrokes,
allowing it to harvest credentials from any
application on a device.
Malicious applications have been found
on the Google Play Store with a link to
Anubis, such as ‘Currency Converter’ and
‘BatterySaverMobi’ – discovered earlier in
2019. When these applications are installed,
they communicate with the Command and
Control server operated by cybercriminals to
download the Anubis malware, disguised as a
system update.7
So, what can you do?
1. Keep your software and applications upto-date to ensure you are benefiting from
security upgrades – better still, turn on
automatic updates to minimise the disruption
2. Only install applications from trusted
sources, such as the official Google Play or
Apple App stores
3. Carefully review the permissions or access
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to your phone that an app is requesting
before you download, and ensure that these
make sense in the context of what the app
does. If these permissions make you feel
uncomfortable, don’t install the app
4. If you install an application and notice
strange activity, delete the application and
perform an anti-virus scan
5. Delete any apps you no longer need
or use
6. Enable two factor authentication wherever
possible as an additional layer of security on
your banking accounts

2

Ransomware distribution
becomes more efficient

Ransomware continues to be a major scourge
for businesses of all shapes and sizes. 2019
saw local government and healthcare services
particularly hard hit in a number of wellpublicised cases both at home and abroad.
Between June 2018 and June 2019, there
was a 365% increase in malware incidents

impacting businesses while ransomware
targeting individuals, typically less lucrative
for cybercriminals, declined, according to an
August 2019 report.8
While cybercriminals have traditionally used
phishing emails with malicious attachments
and links to distribute ransomware,
deployment methods have advanced
over the past year.
For example, we are now commonly
seeing ransomware used in combination
with other types of malware such as Trojans.
Cyber criminals will get an initial foothold
in a network using the Trojan, and then
move laterally across a network until they
find the most important workstations or
servers on the network. Then, they install the
ransomware on those computers to increase
the likelihood a victim will be desperate
enough to pay a ransom to regain access to
that information.
Ryuk was one ransomware variant that used
this technique to target corporate networks,
impacting a number of organisations in 2019.9
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279
days
The average time it took
organisations to identify
and contain a data
breach in 2019 2

$29bn
The cost to Australian
businesses of cyber
security incidents
each year 38
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MSPs a target
Instead of maintaining inhouse technology services,
many organisations now use
managed service providers
(MSPs) to look after their
network on their behalf.
MSPs have become a target
for attackers in recent years
– they often use remote
access to a company’s
network to install software
on its systems.
The relatively new Sodinokibi ransomware
emerged in 2019, with hackers gaining
unauthorised access to MSP’s networks and
then pushing the ransomware to their clients
via their management consoles.10
As a result, malicious actors found a way to
access multiple victims from one attack. It is
currently unknown how attackers are initially
compromising the MSPs, however, credential
harvesting, phishing, software vulnerabilities
and brute-force attacks against weak
passwords may be contributing factors.11

breaches involved small
to medium businesses13,
32% of confirmed breaches
involved phishing14 and 80%
of hacking-related breaches
involved compromised
or weak credentials15. It
is therefore imperative
that businesses continue
to develop overall cyber
hygiene and security culture.
Our previous issues of
Signals in 2019 looked in detail at social
engineering, including phishing and business
email compromise (BEC). When it comes to
password security, we encourage our staff
and customers to address two key behaviours:
weak passwords and password reuse.
Recent analysis from NordPass which
looked at 500 million passwords leaked in
various data breaches in 2019, found that
‘12345’ and ‘123456’ were still the most
popular passwords being used to “secure”
millions of accounts16. These were closely
followed by ‘test1’ and ‘password’ 17.
Adding to this, LastPass’ 2019 ‘State of the
Password’ report, found that employees reuse
their passwords 13 times on average.18
The consequences of a breach for
businesses of any size can be dire, but for
smaller businesses which may be unable
to easily weather ransomware demands,
data and network recovery costs, fines,

123456

3

Organisations still not
getting the basics right

According to cyber security firm Carbon
Black’s 2019 ‘Australia Threat Report’ 12, of
Australian businesses that reported being
breached in the past 12 months, 43% of
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Recent analysis from NordPass which
looked at 500 million passwords leaked
in various data breaches in 2019, found
that ‘12345’ and ‘123456’ were still the
most popular passwords being used to
“secure” millions of accounts

reputational damage and the impact of stolen
IP, it can be particularly devastating.
So, what can you do?
1. Train your staff to verify communications
rather than trusting and acting on them
immediately on receipt
2. Require the use of long, strong, complex
passphrases and educate staff of danger of
re-using passwords across multiple platforms
3. Enable two factor authentication wherever
possible to protect yourself if any credentials
are compromised
4. Use Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and
Domain Message, Authentication, Reporting
and Compliance (DMARC) protocols for
emails. Read more in this previous Signals:
https://www.commbank.com.au/content/
dam/commbank/assets/business/can/
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business-insights/signals/signals-emailpayment-fraud-march-2018.pdf
5. Follow the ACSC Small Business Cyber
Security Guide 19 or ASD Essential 820
where relevant
6. Ensure that the software and apps on
your mobile devices remain up-to-date, and
important data is backed up
7. Contact your bank immediately if you
suspect your phone has been infected with
a Banking Trojan.

In Focus: What’s TLS and what’s changed
in the way my browser tells me a site is secure?

L

ast year you may have noticed a subtle
change in your favourite web browser.
Gone are the green padlocks of
yesteryear, replaced instead by discreet locks
accompanied by terms such as ‘private’, the
rather ominous ‘not secure’ or in some cases,
nothing at all.
These ‘locks’ (along with the S in HTTPS)
are one of the most common ways users
interact with a fundamental security
technology called Transport Layer Security
(or TLS).
Here we explain what TLS is, how it works
and what’s behind the change in your
browser.

What is TLS?

Transport Layer Security (or TLS) is one of
the fundamental technologies which secures
the web. You may also know it by the name
of its predecessor ‘Secure Sockets Layer’ or
‘SSL’. TLS combines several cryptographic
protocols into a standard that enables us
to communicate over the internet with
confidence that:
a) our communications are private
b) our messages haven’t been altered in
transit, and
c) we’re talking to the correct third party.
TLS achieves this with ‘cipher suites’ –
bundles of cryptographic algorithms used
together to establish a secure connection.
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The challenges with TLS

Despite its popularity, TLS has its challenges.
One is coverage – despite the widespread
adoption of TLS, close to 20% of web traffic
remains unencrypted21. Even Google itself is
struggling to reach full coverage, with only
94% of services encrypted with HTTPS22.
TLS is also somewhat vulnerable to personin-the-middle attacks, where a rogue Wi-Fi
access point or Internet Service Provider could
‘inspect’ secure connections, downgrade to a
weaker cipher suite or simply strip encryption
from the connection entirely.
Also, TLS is not necessarily an indication of
a site being legitimate and trustworthy – all
it means is that your communication with the
site is protected. Even now, 49% of phishing
websites have valid TLS/SSL certificates23.
That number is only set to grow as cyber
criminals seek to avoid their phishing sites
being tagged as “insecure”, despite their
obvious nefarious intentions.

So, where to from here?

The changes in browsers reflect a shift in tone
for the industry, primarily driven by Google
and Mozilla, to make the web encrypted by
default.
Starting in the mid-2010s, we have seen
an increase in encrypted websites. This is
thanks in part to open-source programs such
as Let’s Encrypt – a non-profit organisation
distributing free SSL/TLS certificates to

Adam Smallhorn

Cyber Outreach Analyst

TLS is not necessarily an indication
of a site being legitimate and trustworthy
– all it means is that your communication
with the site is protected
help accelerate encryption of the web. Now
96 of the top 100 websites on the web support
encryption24.
However, we can no longer treat SSL as a
positive indicator of security. Rather, it’s about
treating the lack of SSL as an indicator of
potential insecurity.
This change puts the kibosh on the age-old
security advice to check for “green padlocks”
in the browser. The modern advice is closer to
“Check a website for the absence of padlock; but
still have your wits about you!”
This is the first in a new series of In-Focus
articles where we’ll take an in-depth look at
some core security concepts and how they work.
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Q&A: The journey to cyber resilience
for Australia’s small businesses
A Q&A with Karl Hanmore, Acting Head of the Australian Cyber Security Centre

W

hy have small businesses
been a key focus for the ACSC
this past year?
Australia has a huge small business sector –
97.4% of all businesses in Australia in fact, and
it’s growing! Small businesses operate in a
unique environment. They’re often operating
with less resources than larger enterprises, with
less time to get across everything they need
to know to manage their cyber security, and
they need tailored advice to defend from cyber
security threats.
Business owners want to know how to
improve their cyber security, and there’s good
reason for that. When we surveyed the market
in the ACSC Small Business Survey we found
that 62% of small businesses had been victim of
a cyber security incident. They know the threat
is real and it’s great to see small businesses
doing something about it. Almost 90% of small
businesses are seeking to understand and
manage their cyber threats and of course we
want to give them the best advice available.
Over the past year we’ve been guiding small
businesses on how to strengthen their defences
and improve their cyber resilience.
What’s your best advice for small businesses
starting out on their business journey,
versus those who have been running longer
and therefore would likely be using older
systems and technology?
Whether the business has been running for
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years with legacy systems or just starting up,
cyber criminals are evolving their methods
to steal your money, your data and damage
your reputation. My best advice is to prioritise
cyber security just like you do your physical
assets. You know where your wallet and keys
are because you know if someone were to steal
them it’s a threat to your security. Your business
needs to think about cyber security the same
way – if you lock the door to your shop, make
sure you know how to lock up your data too.
Where would you direct small
businesses looking for guidance on
information security?
We recently launched the Small Business Cyber
Security Guide, and the Step-by-Step Guides,
also tailored for small businesses. They provide
simple, practical steps for people without
technological experience to understand their
cyber security requirements.
My advice is to start with the Small Business
Cyber Security Guide – it’s the starting point for
anyone looking to reduce the risk and impact
of the most common cyber security incidents.
It covers cyber security threats, software
considerations like making sure to automatically
update your systems and back up your data,
and how to ensure your people and procedures
are protecting your business.
If you need more specific guidance, then use
our Step-by-Step Guides. We’ve made them
very easy to use. For a time-poor business

owner with no technological background,
telling someone to turn on ‘multi-factor
authentication’ or ‘MFA’ without clear
instructions can be frustrating. Our Stepby-Step Guides are designed so that each
instruction also has images of what you need to
do so that small business owners and operators
understand exactly what they are doing and
why they are doing it.

Example of instructions
in ACSC Step-by-step guide

Click on the Settings Cog icon

Once in Settings, click on the System icon
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Should small businesses be looking to
build capability within their business or
should they outsource? How do they protect
themselves in the absence of dedicated
cyber expertise?
The majority of respondents to the ACSC Small
Business Survey were sole traders or microbusinesses (between 1-4 employees). And 50%
of respondents to the survey said they spent
less than $500 on their cyber security. What’s
important to understand is that there’s a range
of simple, highly-effective controls that don’t
cost anything, and can be adopted with limited
time and resources.
As businesses grow, there then may be a
need to consider service providers that meet
the individual needs of the business.
All of this guidance is available on our
website at www.cyber.gov.au/small-business.
What’s one of the most powerful stories
you’ve heard from the small business
community over the past year?
We’ve heard a lot of stories over the past year
– the ACSC receives a cybercrime report every
10 minutes.
One story we heard was from a small

The journey to cyber resilience
for Australia’s small businesses

Stay Smart Online Week 2019

The cyber threat environment is evolving
and growing more complex every day. Now
is the time to get your cyber security right
business wholesaler in South Australia
which was attacked by a disgruntled former
employee. The ex-employee sent malware via
email and got hold of an extensive amount of
business information and intellectual property.
What is so powerful about this story is that the
business didn’t know anything about their own
systems – they didn’t know what operating
system they used, let alone how to update it.
They didn’t know the name of the software
applications they used, or which users had what
sort of access to them. This small business
suffered a significant impact and the damages
are still ongoing. Implementing simple cyber
security measures like knowing what systems
you have, reviewing and updating your
access controls and using strong and unique
passphrases might have saved this business a
lot of hardship.
The lesson learned is that knowledge is
power. The ACSC Small Business Cyber Security
Guide and the Step-by-Step Guides empower
small businesses to protect themselves with
guidance on measures that can help small
businesses protect themselves against similar
attacks.
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What will the ACSC focus on in 2020?
There is a concerning proportion of small
businesses that use unsupported operating
systems. The cyber threat environment is
evolving and growing more complex every
day. Now is the time to get your cyber security
right. Scam emails and malware, specifically
ransomware, are still very common and a
destructive threat for small businesses.
Forming strong partnerships across the cyber
landscape is crucial. The ACSC partnership
program has strengthened our networks and
is growing through the Joint Cyber Security
Centres, located in Adelaide, Brisbane,
Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney and Perth. They
provide a means for businesses to access
expertise from both the ACSC and the broader
cyber ecosystem, and provide advice to prevent
and recover from cyber security incidents.
We’re encouraging everyone, from
individuals and families, through to big
businesses and government to become familiar
with their cyber risks and how to manage them.
In 2020, we will continue to work with our
partners to make Australia the safest place to
connect online.
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The December quarter saw a number of Australian businesses, including
CommBank, get behind Stay Smart Online Week, an annual initiative of
the Australian Government to raise awareness of the simple things that
everyone can do to protect themselves online.
This year, the theme was reversing the impact of cybercrime on our
community by encouraging Australians to take control of their online
identity and focus on password hygiene, social media privacy settings and
spotting hoax messages.
Stay Smart Online Week may have wrapped up for 2019, but it’s not too
late to take some simple steps to improve your digital security. Visit https://
www.staysmartonline.gov.au/reversethethreat to put your phish detection
skills to the test, complete a social media privacy check-up or learn how to
create stronger passwords. You may
also want to read the ACSC Small
Business Cyber Security Guide for tips
on how to protect your business
(https://www.cyber.gov.au/
publications/small-businesscyber-security-guide)

2019

2019 in review

January

Australian Parliament breached
Australian security agencies investigated a cyber breach of the Federal Parliament’s
computer network. According to the ABC, the hackers were detected in the early stages
of gaining access to the computer network. After being discovered, security agencies
monitored the hack for eight days.39

February

Bank of Valletta theft
Cybercriminals gained access to the Bank of Valletta’s IT systems and attempted to
make fraudulent international transfers totalling €13 million (AU$21m) to banks in the
UK, US, Czech Republic and Hong Kong. Bank of Valletta detected the breach whilst
reconciling international payments the morning after the criminals attempted to make the
fraudulent transactions. Bank of Valletta, which accounts for almost half of Malta’s banking
transactions, decided to shut down a number of its operations including branches, ATMs,
mobile banking and its website whilst it assessed the impact of the breach and the access
gained by the criminals. Since the incident took place, Bank of Valletta has confirmed that
the stolen money did not belong to customers and that all but €3 million (AU$4.8m) has
been recovered.26

June

Australian National University attack
On 5 June 2019, Australian National University (ANU) disclosed it had fallen victim to a
cyber attack which resulted in a threat actor gaining unauthorised access to a database
which stored 19 years’ worth of data belonging to staff, students and visitors, including
names, addresses, passport details, tax file numbers and bank account information.27
In October 2019, ANU published a detailed report on the breach, which stated the attack
was carried out by a highly sophisticated attacker that managed to evade detection systems,
evolve techniques during the campaign itself, use custom malware and used techniques to
erase traces of its activities. ANU also disclosed the attacker gained access to the university’s
IT systems via a sophisticated spear phishing email, which did not require the target to
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click a link or download an attachment 28. Upon publishing the report, ANU Vice-Chancellor
Professor Brian Schmidt said; “This wasn’t a smash and grab. It was a diamond heist”.
According to a report by the ABC, “the ANU believes up to 15 people were involved in the
hack but says it doesn’t have enough evidence to blame any one country and isn’t ruling out
organised crime.” 29

July

European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) fines
British Airways: The UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) handed down a record
£183.39 million (AU$329m) fine to British Airways (BA) following the theft by cyber
criminals of personal data belonging to 380,000 customers in 2018. This fine was the most
significant imposed since the introduction of the new General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). Under GDPR, European regulators are empowered to fine companies up to 4% of
their global turnover for failing to adequately protect customer data. In the case of BA, the
fine amounted to 1.5% of BA’s worldwide turnover in 2017 30. The cybercriminals responsible
for this data breach, dubbed ‘Magecart’, compromised third-party functionality on the BA
payment webpage and then used a digital version of their card skimming devices to skim
customer data.
Marriott: The ICO also announced its intention to fine international hotel group Marriott
almost £100m (AU$178m) after hackers stole the records of 339 million guests, 30 million
of whom are residents of 31 countries in the European Economic Area. Stolen data included
various combinations of name, address, phone number, email, passport number, and other
personal details, as well as details of a person’s stay. The breach dates back to 2014, but was
not discovered until 2018 after Marriott acquired Starwood.31
Capital One falls victim to one of the largest data breaches to affect a financial
services firm
Capital One Financial Corporation (Capital One) announced an individual had obtained
unauthorised access to personal information relating to 100 million people who had applied
for credit card products or were current credit card customers25. The data included US and
Canadian Social Security details and bank account numbers.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) arrested a US-based individual on suspicion of
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unlawfully accessing Capital One’s system and stealing data. The individual was identified
after bragging on social media about obtaining the information from Capital One. The
attacker allegedly hacked into servers belonging to a cloud service provider, which hosted
the data on behalf of Capital One. The suspect was a previous employee of the cloud service
provider.
Capital One expects the incident to generate costs of US$100 to $150 million in 2019,
due to customer notifications, credit monitoring, technology costs, and legal support.

from the 281 suspects, and the recovery of approximately US$118 million in fraudulent
wire transfers. Some of the arrested cyber criminals were found to be stealing personal
information and financial records they later used to file over 10,000 fraudulent tax returns
and steal more than 250,000 identities. The majority of arrests took place in Nigeria (167
arrests), while the FBI also reported 74 arrests in the US, 18 in Turkey, and 15 others in
Ghana. Further arrests also took place in France, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Malaysia and the
UK.34

August

October

Malicious use of the New Payments Platform’s PayID functionality
PayID is a New Payments Platform (NPP) based service that allows payments to be made
using alterative identifiers such as an email address or mobile number, instead of a BSB and
account number.
In June 2019, Westpac confirmed it had detected misuse of legitimate PayID functionality
and had taken action to prevent further abuse. The Sydney Morning Herald reported “a high
volume of NPPA PayID lookups were made from compromised Westpac Live accounts,”32
which in some cases displayed a PayID short name to cybercriminals. The criminals behind the
breach may have been able to conduct further fraud, using the data they obtained.
In a separate incident in August 2019, criminals accessed PayID information via Credit Union
Australia in a similar manner. Criminals harvested more than 90,000 PayID account details
linked to a number of mobile phone numbers and in some cases also stole BSB and account
numbers. Following the disclosure of the breach, CUA said “no financial transactions took place
and nor can the information accessed be used, on its own, to enable financial transactions.”

Criminals target hospitals in Victoria with ransomware
Regional hospitals in Victoria were affected by targeted ransomware forcing them to
disconnect some systems and internet access to stop the malware spreading.
Hospitals in Warrnambool, Colac, Geelong, Warragul, Sale, and Bairnsdale as well
as a host of services in smaller towns were forced to cancel some elective surgery and
appointments.
To quarantine the ransomware, affected hospitals shut down “some patient record,
booking and management systems” and, in some cases, reverted to manual systems to
maintain services.35
David Cullen, the principal adviser to the Victorian Government on cyber incidents
noted at the time: “It is usually money that cyber criminals are looking for when they
deploy ransomware,” but “we haven’t yet been met with any specific ransom demands.”
The Government said there was no indication that criminals accessed personal patient
information and that it was working with Victoria Police and the Australian Cyber
Security Centre to manage the incident.36

September
Law enforcement crackdown on Business Email Compromise (BEC)
Law enforcement agencies from 10 countries arrested 281 suspects as part of a global
coordinated effort to crackdown on BEC scams. (For more information on BEC scams, see
the May 2019 issue of Signals and special email payment fraud issue from March 2018). The
operation known as “Operation reWired” resulted in nearly US$3.7 million being confiscated
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Phish Eyes
Suspicious about a CommBank-themed email? Help us and our customers by reporting it to hoax@cba.com.au
Want to check if it’s a known phishing email or message? Visit https://www.commbank.com.au/support/security/sms-phishing-scams.html

T

he last quarter of 2019 saw a number of
enhancements to tried and tested phishing
approaches to improve the likelihood of them
being opened and actioned. One of the new
strategies explained in the Fortinet Threat
Landscape Report for Q337 was a strategy for
stealing email threads, rather than just email
addresses, from infected devices.
Cyber criminals can then inject an infected
reply from someone in the thread and send it
to other thread recipients. This has proven to
be “exponentially more effective than trying
to hook victims using a cold initial phishing
attempt, or even a targeted spearphishing
tactic,” according to the report.
Also seen this past quarter was an increase
in spoofing and more personalised phishing
messages to customers.

Sender addresses no guarantee

Scammers like to take advantage of consumer
trust and mimic well-known brands to make
their messages appear more legitimate. Lures
abusing the CommBank brand continued to be
popular in the December quarter.
Security-themed hoax messages designed to
panic and convince the recipient to take action
were the most commonly reported, and we saw
many variations of this scam, all with similar
hallmarks such as:
• Purporting to come from CommBank, even
spoofing (mimicking) legitimate CommBank
sender addresses
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Recent phishing lures abusing the CommBank brand

• Claiming that account access has been
restricted, suspended or revoked
• Urging the recipient to take action such as
verifying account details immediately
• Links to domains that closely resemble
legitimate CommBank ones.

The more sinister aspect to this activity is the
number of attempts which spoofed “from”
details, so the bogus message appears inline
as part of a conversation thread containing
legitimate messages from CommBank to a
customer. This makes the suspicious activity

This report contains general advice for educational purposes only. Please consult your cyber security team and legal counsel for advice specific to your organisation.

harder for the customer to recognise.
We’ve also recently observed scammers
making it personal, using a recipient’s first
and last name in the message to make their
lures more convincing, in addition to a number
of phishing messages offering financial

Phish Eyes

In addition to the usual scare tactics employed in
phishing lures, these emails also appeal to our compliant nature

Getting the upper hand
Last year we launched a new alerts page on the
CommBank website (https://www.commbank.
com.au/support/security/sms-phishing-scams.
html) to help people quickly check if the
message they have received is similar to other
known hoaxes. Although our first instinct
when we receive these messages might be to
panic and respond accordingly, it’s essential
to hit the pause button and take a moment
to question the legitimacy to avoid getting
caught out by a hoax. If you have any feedback
or would like to reach out, you can contact our
team on cyber-outreach@cba.com.au
Hoax messages offering financial incentives to
test CommBank app features

incentives to people willing to “test” new
features in the CommBank app.
Recipients of these messages who acted on
them however, ended up surrendering legitimate
cardless cash codes to scammers who were able
to present these codes at ATMs to withdraw the
“reward” amount from their accounts.

Scams targeting business
customers

A number of Australian businesses recently
received fake emails purporting to come from
the CommBiz team, claiming the Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) was seeking to initiate
a direct debit from their company’s accounts
and they should click on the link to confirm or
amend the payment. To make the email seem
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Scam email targeting business customers

more convincing, scammers even referenced
the ATO’s actual BSB and account number.
In addition to the usual scare tactics
employed in phishing lures, these emails also
appeal to our compliant nature, as most people
would prefer not to fall foul of government
authorities.
As we’ve seen through the prevalence
of Business Email Compromise scams (see
https://www.commbank.com.au/support/
security/scams-that-target-businesses.html
for more information), businesses are highly
susceptible to phishing threats and with a
potentially large payday looming as the reward
for a successful phish, cyber criminals will
continue their attempts to trick businesses into
transferring funds.
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